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On July 28, 1797, Gauss wrote in his diary: ‘‘Plani possibilitatem demostravi’’ [‘‘I have
proved the possibility of the plane’’]. On January 27, 1829, in a letter to Bessel, he was
skeptical about a definition of the plane in Euclidean geometry according to which the plane
is a surface having the property that the connecting line of two of its points lies on it. He
voiced the same criticism of this definition some years later in a letter to Wolfgang Bolyai
dated March 6, 1832. In his Nachlaß, a note was found with the title ‘‘Zur Begru¨ndung des
Planum’’ [‘‘On the Founding of the Plane’’]. All his letters and notes on this topic became
known only after Gauss’s Nachlaß had been published, and they have not yet been discussed
in their totality. Here, I present and thoroughly discuss all the letters and notes in which
Gauss struggled with the concept of the plane, especially with his own definition of the latter
within Euclidean elementary geometry.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Am 28. Juli 1797 trug Gauß in seinem Tagebuch ein: ‘‘Plani possibilitatem demonstravi’’
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an Bessel Bedenken gegenu¨ber einer Definition der Ebene in der euklidischen Geometrie, nach
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Notiz unter dem Titel ‘‘Zur Begru¨ndung des Planum.’’ Alle Briefe und Notizen zu diesem
Thema wurden erst nach der Vero¨ffentlichung des Gausschen Nachlasses bekannt, und wurden
bis heute in ihren Gesamtheit nicht diskutiert. Der vorliegende Aufsatz mo¨chte alle diese
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hend diskutieren.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION
. . . ist darunter ein Gegenstand, der nicht minder unvollkommen, obschon gewiß nicht minder
einflußreich auf alles U¨brige sein du¨rfte, als irgend ein anderer: ja, der selbst noch unvollkom-
mener, obgleich eben so wichtig ist, als die Parallelen-Theorie. Dieser Gegenstand ist die
Theorie der Ebene.
August Crelle 1834 to the Berlin Academy
The ideas developed by Gauss (1777–1855) penetrated almost all fields of contem-
porary mathematics and provided impulses toward their further development. I
briefly review some of Gauss’s contributions. In 1796, he solved an age-old geometric
problem, the construction of the regular 17-gon with straightedge and compass. In
1799, he provided a first proof of the fundamental theorem of algebra, a task at
which d’Alembert (1717–1783), Lagrange (1736–1813), and Euler (1707–1783) had
tried and failed. Further studies on higher mathematics and the publication of his
Disquisitiones arithmeticae (1801) followed. In 1801, he developed a new method
for determining the orbit of a newly discovered planet. In 1821, Gauss tackled
problems of differential geometry and published the results of this work in 1828 in
his Disquisitiones generales circa superficies curvas [General Studies Concerning
Curved Surfaces]. At this time, he was already convinced that Euclid’s parallel
postulate could not be proved and that another, non-Euclidean geometry was
mathematically possible. Discovering non-Euclidean geometry was a breakthrough
which influenced the development of not only mathematics but also science as a
whole. Historians have located Gauss’s contribution to foundational questions of
geometry mainly in non-Euclidean geometry. The editor of his Nachlaß, Paul
Sta¨ckel, thus states: ‘‘If the studies are mentioned which Gauss undertook with
regard to the foundations of geometry, the discovery of non-Euclidean geometry
is the first thing which comes to mind. Gauss, however, did not confine himself to
the parallel axiom; rather, he dealt with a number of questions which today would
be assigned to axiomatics as well’’ [24, 63].
Even as a student at the University of Go¨ttingen (1792–1798), Gauss tackled the
geometric concepts which are fundamental for Euclidean geometry. How to explain
the concept of the straight line was the topic Gauss and his fellow student and later
close friend, Wolfgang Bolyai (1775–1865), discussed in 1796 on the occasion of
their first walk. As Johann Bolyai later said, Gauss responded to his father’s proposi-
tions: ‘‘Yes the straight line is indeed treated perversely; it is indeed the line which
turns on itself ’’ [24, 64]. As one of his students, H. B. Lu¨bsen reported [20, 11], while
lecturing on astronomy at Go¨ttingen, Gauss himself had used this very definition in
introducing the straight line.
The Euclidean definition of the straight line was considered to be inappropriate
for the treatment of geometry, and other definitions had been proposed. In his
Elements (about 300 B.C.), Euclid defined the straight line as the line ‘‘which lies
evenly with the points on itself ’’ [3, 153]. First, from the perspective of the deductive
method according to which Euclid structured his own geometry, this definition was
not precise enough: it referred to a property of ‘‘evenness’’ which was not explained
beforehand. Second, Euclid nowhere used this definition in his Elements, for in-
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stance, in order to prove the properties of the straight line. This challenges its role
as a definition. Since antiquity, there have been attempts to clarify the imprecise
Euclidean account of the straight line and to replace it by a more suitable one.
Gauss’s alternative to the Euclidean view is similar to a presentation proposed by
Heron of Alexandria (about A.D. 62), Proclus (410–485), Leibniz (1646–1716), and
Girolamo Saccheri (1667–1733) [3, 168].
Gauss turned his critical eye not only to this disputed geometric concept but also
to other geometrical concepts which, though much used, had never been explained
properly. In 1832, he spoke of that ‘‘part of a plane which is situated between three
straight lines ab, cd, ef,’’ noting, ‘‘[s]uch terms like ‘between’ must first be reduced
to clear concepts, which is easily done, but which I find achieved nowhere’’ [5, 222].
The issue raised here is the unsatisfactory description of the concept ‘‘between’’
for coplanar straight lines. In other texts, Gauss noted a similar situation regarding
the concept of plane itself. In 1829, he wrote: ‘‘It is curious that, besides the well-
known gap in Euclid’s geometry which people hitherto have vainly attempted to
close, there is yet another deficit in the latter, which to my knowledge nobody has
as yet criticized, and which is by no means easy (although possible) to remedy. It
is the definition of the plane . . .’’ [6, 226].
Gauss left behind an important number of letters and unpublished notes. Some
of them contain critical remarks concerning a certain definition of the plane in
elementary Euclidean geometry. In this paper, I discuss these letters and notes.
The reconstruction is based on the following sources:
July 28, 1797 Note in his diary
November 5, 1825 Letter to Gerling
January 27, 1829 Letter to Bessel
1829 Note ‘‘Euclid’s Theorem I,7’’1
March 6, 1832 Letter to W. Bolyai
1832 Note ‘‘Begru¨ndung des Planum’’ [Foundation of the Plane]
Most of these letters and notes are contained in volume 8 of Gauss’s Werke, edited
by Paul Sta¨ckel in 1900. Sta¨ckel grouped these archives together under the heading
‘‘On the theory of the straight line and the plane’’ [5, 193–199]. According to my
research, these sources are the only ones in which Gauss treated the concept of
the plane.
The analysis which follows opens with a discussion of Euclid’s treatment of the
plane concept, which provided the basis for every later approach. It then turns to
an examination of Gauss’s position concerning the Euclidean account of the plane.
THE CONCEPT OF THE PLANE AND ITS DEFINITION
IN EUCLID’S ELEMENTS
The concept of the plane plays a fundamental role in Euclid’s geometry. Basically,
however, its treatment is problematic with regard both to logic and to its meaning.
Euclid treated geometric relationships on the plane and in space, and this results
1 ‘‘Theorem I,7’’ or ‘‘Euclid I,7’’ means the seventh theorem of the first book of the Elements.
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in a division of geometry into plane geometry and spatial geometry. This distinction
leads to different perspectives on the plane. The first one is spatial: in it the plane
appears as an independent object, an individual entity along with other spatial
objects like planes and lines. The second one is planar: here, on the contrary, the
plane itself is not an explicit object, although it plays an implicit role since certain
‘‘intrinsic’’ properties of the plane allow only some constructions to be carried out
and only some figures to exist. An illustration of this is given in the first theorem
in Book I of Euclid’s Elements, which requires the construction of an equilateral
triangle when a line segment is given. The possibility of this construction depends
on the plane’s ‘‘intrinsic’’ property that intersection points between circles exist
[3, 241 ff ].
Euclid structured his geometry according to the deductive method, definitions,
postulates, and axioms forming the basis to which the theorems refer. The concept
of the plane is defined as follows: ‘‘[a] plane surface is a surface which lies evenly
with the straight lines on itself ’’ [3, 153]. This definition states that the plane is
made of straight lines. This conception focuses on the ‘‘rectilineal’’ character of
the plane. It can be traced back to the pre-Socratic philosopher Parmenides (515–445
B.C.), who divided shapes according to their ‘‘being’’ into ‘‘straight,’’ ‘‘round,’’
and ‘‘mixed.’’ Parmenides assigned ‘‘straightness’’ to objects like cubes, pyramids,
straight lines, or planes [22, 247 ff ].
This definition leaves several questions open: (i) it is not clear how the relation
between the plane and one of its straight lines, which is described by the term
‘‘evenly,’’ can be conceived mathematically; (ii) it is not clear how, if at all, the
mutual relations between several straight lines which form a plane are involved;
and (iii) a question of logic: this definition is nowhere used in the Elements. The
same problem occurs with the definition of the straight line, which is defined as a
line which lies evenly with the points on itself. There is a difference, however,
between these two concepts. While Euclid defines the straight line by axioms and
postulates, there is neither an axiom nor a postulate for the plane which would
determine its relationship to other geometric objects. This raises the fourth problem:
wherever the concept of the plane occurs, there is a logical gap.
To explain what this logical gap means for the structure of Euclid’s theory, I
have considered it from the perspective of Aristotelian philosophy, which was the
best formulated epistemology of the time. Aristotle made a sharp distinction be-
tween ‘‘first’’ and ‘‘derived’’ concepts [4, 342–351]. The existence of the ‘‘derived’’
concepts has to be proved, whereas the existence of the ‘‘first’’ concepts is simply
assumed. Euclid’s postulates function to guarantee the existence of the geometric
concepts by means of a construction, i.e., by drawing a straight line from one point
to another or by drawing a circle with a given center and a given line segment as
radius. That the ‘‘derived’’ concepts exist is proved by a construction which can be
reduced to the postulates, such as the existence of the equilateral triangle which is
shown by means of constructing circles [3, 241 ff ]. As Euclid neither formulated a
postulate for the concept of the plane nor gave an existence proof by construction,
the question whether the plane must be taken as a ‘‘first’’ or a ‘‘derived’’ concept
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remains open. I believe that although Euclid did not provide a clear status for his
concept of the plane, he assumed the existence of the plane and then treated the
plane concept as a ‘‘first’’ one.
The question arises why Euclid did not provide a construction, either in the sense
of a postulate or in the sense of an existence proof. The reason can be found by
analyzing the meaning of ‘‘construction.’’ In his Elements, Euclid restricted the
means by which a geometric object could be ‘‘constructed’’ by straightedge and
compass, and introduced his postulates as a description of the conditions framing
the possibility of such constructions. In this way, however, the concept of the plane
is already, if only tacitly, assumed.
The plane in space could be produced by means of movements, but these play
only a subordinate role in Euclid’s geometry. The shortage of general principles of
production, which is due to an underdeveloped geometry of space, may again be
the reason Euclid did not give any method for producing a plane.
Generations of mathematicians following Euclid failed to be satisfied with the
status of the plane concept as formulated by Euclid. Since antiquity, there have
been attempts to provide a more precise definition of the plane. Some mathemati-
cians held that it was possible to derive the plane concept from other concepts, i.e.,
that it is a ‘‘derived’’ concept. In the Euclidean sense, this is to say that the plane
is provided with a definition according to which it can be constructed. This, as we
shall see, was the position adopted by Gauss.
GAUSS’S GENERAL POSITION REGARDING THE EUCLIDEAN
CONCEPT OF THE PLANE
As a student at the University of Go¨ttingen, Gauss received his first lectures
from Abraham Gotthelf Ka¨stner (1719–1800), who had written the books on geome-
try and arithmetic from which Gauss presumably obtained his first knowledge of
Euclidean geometry.2 In Ka¨stner’s book, Anfangsgru¨nde der Arithmetik, Geometrie,
ebenen und spha¨rischen Trigonometrie und Perspektive (1758) [Principles of Arith-
metic, Geometry, Plane and Spherical Trigonometry, and Perspective], the plane
surface was defined as one which has the property that the straight line connecting
any two of its points is entirely situated in it [12, 183]. Ever since antiquity, many
mathematicians have considered this definition suitable for yielding the properties
of the plane. Some held that Euclid had intended this property by his definition.
Heron of Alexandria explained the plane by the following property: ‘‘If a straight
line touches two of its points, the entire straight line also coincides perfectly with
2 Ku¨ssner [15, 51] reports that Gauss possessed Ka¨stner’s books. Ka¨stner’s mathematical works are
Anfangsgru¨nde der Arithmetik, Geometrie, ebenen und spha¨rischen Trigonometrie und Perspektive [12]
(Go¨ttingen, 1758, 1762, 1792, 1800) [the different years of publication indicate different issues]; Anfangs-
gru¨nde der angewandten Mathematik (Go¨ttingen, 1759, 1765, 1781, 1792); Anfangsgru¨nde der Analysis
endlicher Gro¨ßen (Go¨ttingen, 1759, 1767, 1794); Anfangsgru¨nde der Analysis des Unendlichen (Halle,
1761, 1770, 1798); Fortsetzung der ho¨heren Rechenkunst (Go¨ttingen, 1795); and Geometrische Abhand-
lungen (Go¨ttingen, I: 1790, II: 1791). These were textbooks for practical teaching in schools which were
also used at universities at the time [13, xi ff].
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it in every spot, that is, it is a surface which coincides with a straight line over its
entire length’’ [10, 23]. In his own edition of Euclid, The Elements (1756), the British
mathematician Robert Simson (1687–1768) explained the plane just like Ka¨stner
[23, 1]. During the 18th and 19th centuries, this definition was widely disseminated
in geometry textbooks. In the literature, it is frequently referred to as ‘‘Simson’s
definition,’’ or ‘‘Simson’s property’’ [3, 172]. I shall call it this as well.
Already toward the end of his studies, Gauss must have noticed the unsatisfactory
treatment of the concept of the plane. In his diary, on July 28, 1797, he wrote:
‘‘Plani possibilitatem demonstravi’’ [‘‘I have proved the possibility of a plane’’].3
This statement can be clarified by taking into account other texts. In a letter to
Bessel (1784–1846) dated January 27, 1829, he voiced this criticism of ‘‘Simson’s
definition’’ of the plane: ‘‘It is the definition of the plane as a surface, in which a
straight line connecting any two points lies entirely on the surface. This definition
contains more than is necessary to determine the surface, and thus tacitly involves
a theorem which still must be proven’’ [6, 226]. Three years later, in a letter dated
March 6, 1832, he communicated the same doubts to Wolfgang Bolyai: ‘‘In order
to treat geometry properly from the very beginning, it is indispensible to prove the
possibility of a plane; the common definition contains too much, and surreptitiously
already implies a theorem. One can be amazed that all the authors, from Euclid
to modern times, have proceeded so negligently in this matter’’ [5, 224].
Gauss’s statement contains two critical points. The first obviously refers to the
logical status of Simson’s property: ‘‘this definition contains more than is necessary
to determine the surface.’’ This statement may be interpreted as follows: Simson’s
property is too strong for a definition, for the plane could well be accorded another
definition which assumes less, and from which Simson’s property could be derived.
Leibniz, in his contribution ‘‘In Euclid’s Prgˆta’’ (about 1696), had adopted a similar
position when speaking of a pleonasm in Heron’s definition of the plane, which is
an early form of Simson’s definition [17, 188]. The second point is that Simson’s
definition tacitly involves a theorem which must first be proven. In these quotes,
Gauss did not mention the theorem in question. There are reasons to assume that
he had formulated this theorem explicitly in a letter to Gerling (1788–1864) dated
November 5, 1825.4 The statement is accompanied by a geometric diagram (see
Fig. 1):
There are many such things, even in elementary geometry, which require a strict proof, e.g.,
the possibility of the plane, whose definition already involves a theorem, for instance if ABD,
AFG, ACE, BFC are straight lines, then the straight line through DE must not part above or
below G. While this proof is not difficult, it is not very easy either, and in any case indispensible
in this form or another. [7, 318 f.]
3 In the Mathematisches Tagebuch 1796–1814 von Carl Friedrich Gauss, this Note is dated ‘‘28 Juli
1797’’ [8, 30, 51]. Sta¨ckel, however, at some points [24, 64] dated it 1798.
4 This letter is contained in the correspondence between Gauss and Gerling, which was not published
until 1927 by Cl. Schaefer. Part of this letter, exactly the section quoted here, was found by Paul Sta¨ckel,
Gauss’s editor, interleaved in the Nachlaß; it was published in 1900. The latter page contains no indication
that it is part of Gauss’s letter to Gerling, and none as to when this letter was written [5, 194, 199].
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FIGURE 1
Simpson’s property may be applied to the diagram drawn by Gauss to reconstruct
his ideas mathematically. Three points A, B, C shall be given. From Simson’s
definition of the plane, it follows that the connecting lines AB, BC, and AC all lie
in one plane. Let D, E, and F be points on the straight lines AB, AC, and BC,
respectively. According to Simson’s definition, the connecting lines DE and AF
also lie in the same plane. All constructions up to this follow from the definition
of the plane. It can be said that with their help, a part of the plane has been
constructed by means of the straight lines AB, AC, BC, DE, and AF. One ‘‘sees’’
after this construction that the straight lines DE and AF intersect in a point G, the
existence of which has not yet been proved, however.5
Does Gauss require a proof for the existence of the point G? On the basis of
our contemporary mathematical knowledge, the theorem involved here can be seen
as a version of an axiom named after Pasch and given by him in the following form
(see Fig. 2):
FIGURE 2
5 Gauss’s professor, Ka¨stner, drew a similar diagram of intersecting straight lines as an explanation
of Simson’s definition, but without any further comments [12, Tb. I., Fig. 4]. The diagram in Gauss’s
letter to Gerling and Ka¨stner’s figure, which both refer to the same task, that is, the construction of
the plane on the basis of its definition, also show the same set of problems. Because Gauss noted his
first qualms about Simson’s definition already as a student, and because Ka¨stner’s texts were in Gauss’s
possession, it may be assumed that Ka¨stner’s diagram was a starting point which prompted Gauss to
further considerations and reflections.
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FIGURE 3
If the three points A, B, C of a plane surface are pairwise connected by the line segments AB,
AC, BC, and if in the same plane surface the segment DE passes through a point lying inside
the segment AB, then the segment DE or its extension passes either through a point of the
segment AC or through a point of the segment BC. [21, 20]
In order to ensure the existence of the intersection point, Hilbert restated Pasch’s
axiom and included it in his second group of axioms. He formulated the axiom
intuitively as follows: ‘‘When a straight line enters into a triangle it must also leave
it’’ [11, 4 ff ]. In Gauss’s diagram (see Fig. 1), AF may be viewed as a line which
enters the triangle ADE at A and then must leave it by intersecting the side DE
in a point G. Gauss himself, however, does not explicitly speak about intersection
points. Instead, he writes that AF can run neither above nor below a point G of
the straight line DE. To imagine this, consider being situated in space where the
line segment AF runs above the line segment DE (see Fig. 3). Gauss thought that
the line segment AF could run neither above nor below a point G of the line
segment DE.
The theorem that Gauss had in mind cannot be determined uniquely. His state-
ments can be interpreted in two ways: (1) The first variant would be that Gauss
required the proof of existence for an intersection point G of the line segments
AF and DE, which he considered to be a condition for deriving Simson’s property.
In this case, he required a proof both for the intersection theorem in the sense of
Pasch’s later axiom and for Simson’s property. (2) The second variant would be
that Gauss’s requirement did not refer to intersection theorems at all, but only to
a proof of Simson’s property; namely, if the points D and E lie in the same plane
in which the points A and F lie, then DE lies entirely within the same plane. This
could be formulated intuitively by saying that the connecting line may lie neither
above nor below the plane, relative to the straight line AF. In this way, he might
want to exclude the possibility of counting objects such as those in Fig. 4—with A,
B, C and D, E, F suitably placed—as planes.
FIGURE 4
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The first variant, that it is a matter of intersection theorems, corresponds to the
method used by some German textbook authors who considered an intersection
point theorem to be the condition for deriving properties of the plane such as
uniqueness by means of three noncollinear points or Simsons’s property [16, 135
ff; 14, 14 ff]. In addition, the idea had emerged that Euclidean geometry was marked
by a deficit in intersection theorems, a deficit which Pasch’s system of axioms
completely remedied at the end of the 19th century. In some geometry textbooks
of the 19th century, the intersection properties of the plane were explicitly stated
and proved, and some others even fixed them as axioms.6 As we have seen, Pasch
was not the first to realize the necessity of introducing an intersection condition
axiomatically.
The second variant, however, corresponds to the position advocated ever since
Leibniz against ‘‘Simson’s definition.’’ This means that ‘‘Simson’s definition’’ could
be derived from other theorems and results in a logical problem: Simson’s property
can be proved.
In a brief historical presentation of the debate on the concept of the plane,
Zacharias interpreted Gauss’s criticism according to the second variant. His inter-
pretation is unconvincing, since its point of departure is wrong. Zacharias assigned
a definition of the plane to Gauss—namely, that the plane is determined by a
straight line which connects a given point A with the points of a given straight line
g—which Gauss is said to have stated in his letter to Bessel quoted above. (As
noted, however, Gauss did not have this as his definition.) Zacharias goes on to
interpret Gauss’s statements as saying: ‘‘Let a point A and a straight line g be given
and let it be postulated that every line joining the point A with any point of the
line g lies entirely on the plane, then it can being proved that any other straight
line joining any two points of the so determined plane also lies entirely on the
plane. Hence, the definition contains too much’’ [26, 17]. The question above,
namely, which theorem Gauss had in mind, the intersection theorem or Simson’s
property, remains open.
There is another note of Gauss on this topic, in which Theorem I,7 of Euclid’s
Elements is discussed. Gauss wanted to advance a new proof which was to use the
definition of the plane. Euclid had proposed this theorem in plane geometry, not
6 In 1791, in his book Grundriß der reinen und angewandten Mathematik oder erster Cursus der
gesammten Mathematik (Principles of Pure and Applied Mathematics or First Course of All Mathematics),
the translator of Euclid’s volumes into German, Johann Friedrich Lorenz, proposed both a plane and
a spatial intersection axiom: (i) existence of an intersection between a straight line and a line lying both
in the plane, and (ii) existence of the intersections and their number between a straight line and a closed
surface, and a curved line of a closed surface. From (ii), he derived cases of intersections: (a) existence
of and intersection between two straight lines and number of intersections between a curved line and
a straight line, and (b) existence of at least one point between a straight line of which one point lies
on the plane of an angle, and this angle [18, 153 ff ]. Carl Ludwig Albrecht Kunze, in his Lehrbuch der
Geometrie, explicitly stated the intersection properties [14, 14]. In 1820, Gerling published Lorenz’s
textbook, modifying and changing it. He adopted Lorenz’s basic idea of expressing the intersection
explicitly, modifying them by declaring various cases by axioms [19, 155 ff ].
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FIGURE 5
taking into consideration the plane’s properties. This note tackled the problem
from an angle that has nothing to do with Simson’s definition.
Gauss sketched the proof of Theorem I.7 on a piece of paper, more precisely
on the last page of Jacob Wilhelm Lehmann’s textbook Mathematische Abhand-
lungen. . . .7 In his textbook Lehmann considered the intersection theorem as a
condition for deriving Simson’s property [16, 137 ff ]. It is not clear whether it was
accidental that Gauss sketched his ideas concerning the concept of the plane into
Lehmann’s textbook, but it seems fair to assume that Gauss read Lehmann’s discus-
sion of the intersection theorem problems.
Before quoting Gauss’s note, recall Theorem I,7 and its proof:
Given two straight lines constructed on a straight line (from its extremities) and meeting in a
point, there cannot be constructed on the same straight line (from its extremities), and on the
same side of it, two other straight lines meeting in another point and equal to the former two
respectively, namely each to that which has the same extremity with it. [3, 258]
This theorem says that it is impossible to erect two congruent triangles CAB and
DAB over a line segment AB, where CA 5 DA, CB 5 DB, and C and D lie on
the same side of the line segment AB (see Fig. 5). Its hypothesis states that the
entire configuration lies in the plane. There, the point C is uniquely determined,
while in space there are infinitely many points D such that DA 5 CA and
DB 5 CB. All points D lie on the intersection—that is, a circle—of two spherical
surfaces, one of which has center A and radius AC and the other with center B
and radius CB.
Euclid proves Theorem I.7 as follows:
For, if possible, given two straight lines AC, CB constructed on the straight line AB and
meeting at the point C, let two other straight lines AD, DB be constructed on the same straight
line AB, on the same side of it, meeting in another point D and equal to the former two
respectively, namely each to that which has the same extremity with it, so that CA is equal to
DA which has the same extremity A with it, and CB to DB which has the same extremity B
with it; and let CD be joined. Then, since AC is equal to AD, the angle ACD is also equal
7 The complete title is Mathematische Abhandlungen, betreffend die Begru¨ndung und Bearbeitung
verschiedener mathematischer Theorieen, nebst Idee eines Systems der Wissenschaft, und einem Anhange,
welcher es versucht, die Keplerschen Gesetze und andere Gegensta¨nde der ho¨heren Mechanik nach der
antiken, rein geometrischen Methode zu entwickeln.
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FIGURE 6
to the angle ADC; therefore the angle ADC is greater than the angle DCB; therefore the
angle CDB is much greater than the angle DCB. Again, since CB is equal to DB, the angle
CDB is also equal to the angle DCB. But it was also proved much greater than it: which is
impossible. [3, 258 ff ]
The note sketched by Gauss is accompanied by two diagrams (Figs. 6a and 6b)
and says:
Obtaining a rigorous proof of Euclid’s Theorem I.7 without assuming any other definition of
the plane other than: ‘surface generated by rotating a straight line round an axis with which
it formed right angles,’ one has to proceed as follows. In Diagrams 2 and 3 [Figs. 6a and 6b],
take M the middle of CD. Take a plane through M, perpendicular to CD. A and B lie in the
plane while C and D lie outside it. The only thing to be proved is that no point of AD and
BC (AD for Diag. 2 [6a] indefinitely extended), lies in the plane, which presents no difficulties.
It follows straightforwardly that the assumption is absurd as soon as AD and BC intersect.
[5, 193]
To reconstruct Gauss’s demonstration, construct the plane according to his defini-
tion. This gives the diagram in Fig. 7, in which CD is a line segment, and M is its
center. A plane (a) is placed through M which stands perpendicularly on the line
segment CD and passes through the point M.
Gauss’s proof of the Euclidean theorem is based on the indirect method. He
therefore began by assuming the existence of two congruent triangles ABC and
ABD. He conceived the two triangles as placed in space. His text contains a certain
ambiguity concerning the positions of the points A and B and the plane (a). It can
FIGURE 7
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be interpreted in two ways: (1) the plane (a) is constructed to contain points A
and B, and (2) from the construction of the plane (a), it follows that A and B must
lie in (a). Using Gauss’s definition of the plane and the condition of the construction,
(2) can be easily proved. I interpret Gauss’s proof as stating (2). In order to prove
Euclid’s theorem, Gauss had to obtain a contradiction, and he claimed that one is
obvious if AD and BC meet. Two questions arise here: (i) How did Gauss obtain
this assumption? (ii) What is the contradiction to which this assumption leads?
Gauss’s text does not give an explicit answer to either of these queries. However,
his argument contains some elements which may be helpful in answering them.
The answer to the first question can be obtained by considering his diagrams [Figs.
6a and 6b]. They show that he considered all possible positions of two triangles
having the same sides and lying in the same plane. By analyzing the diagrams,
Gauss must have noted that in both cases the lines AD and BC meet. The existence
of the intersection point is a consequence of ‘‘Pasch’s Axiom.’’ Gauss next combined
his three-dimensional construction with the existence of the intersection point of
AD and BC which must hold in the plane.
Since according to the assumption of Euclid’s theorem, AD and BC lie in the
same plane, this implies, as we have seen, the existence of the intersection point
K. Thus, plane (a) contains points A, B, and M and plane (f) contains A, B, C,
D, and K. We assume that Gauss thought of using Simson’s property; that is, since
C and D lie in (f), CD must also lie in (f), and, consequently, M lies in (f) as well.
Now A, B, and M lie in (a) as well as in (f), and this means that (a) and (f)
coincide, which is absurd since, by construction, C and D did not belong to (a).
Looking back at the whole argument, it is interesting to note how Gauss ‘‘saw’’
the ‘‘Pasch-condition’’—an intersection condition for the plane—and then used it
in the sense that two lines having a common point must lie in a plane. Gauss thus
brought together the plane concept and intersection properties, independent of
Simson’s definition of the plane.
In the following, we shall see how he dealt with these two properties—Simson’s
property and the intersection point property—in his ‘‘Begru¨ndung.’’
GAUSS ON THE ‘‘BEGRU¨NDUNG DES PLANUM’’
The ‘‘Begru¨ndung des Planum’’ [‘‘Foundation of the Plane’’] is found in the form
of individual notes, dated by Paul Sta¨ckel to 1832, and in reference to a letter from
Gauss to W. Bolyai of March 6, 1832 (discussed above). The ‘‘Begru¨ndung des
Planum’’ remained unknown until Gauss’s Nachlaß was published in 1900.
Sartorius von Waltershausen, who had been personally acquainted with Gauss
and who had published a biography of him in 1856, one year after his death, wrote:
‘‘Gauss had always aspired to convey to his studies the form of perfect works of
art; he would . . . never . . . publish a contribution before it had been given the
desired completely perfect form’’ [25, 82]. It is thus plausible to assume that Gauss
did not attain the desired perfection in founding the plane and that this kept him
from making his solution known to a wider audience.
What did a ‘‘foundation’’ of the plane mean for Gauss? He aimed to define it by
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a constructive property and then to demonstrate that it satisfies Simson’s property. In
the Euclidean–Aristotelian sense it can be said that, according to Gauss, the plane
is a ‘‘derived’’ concept, one whose construction can be executed by means of other
basic concepts. In this, Gauss held a view different from that of Euclid, who, as I
argued above, had given the plane a clear, logical status while, at the same time,
treating it practically as a ‘‘first’’ concept. Consider the following four steps in which
Gauss ‘‘founded’’ the plane.
The first step defines the plane: ‘‘1. We call the plane a surface in which every
straight line AD passing through a given point A and forming a right angle with a
given straight line AB lies. Such a plane thus is described when AD rotates around
the axis AB’’ [5, 194]. The plane is explained as the totality of all perpendiculars
at a point A to a straight line AB through that point, and constructed by rotating
a right angle around one of the legs. In this way, Gauss gave up Euclid’s division
of geometry into plane and solid. The plane could then be obtained starting from
space, and Gauss introduced the concept of motion to construct geometric objects
like the straight line and the plane. With these principles of generation (more
general than those used by Euclid), Gauss executed a construction of the plane in
space according to which the plane is produced as an integral object.
The first question arising from Gauss’s definition is: The plane is defined in terms
of a straight line, but what is a straight line? Gauss gave no definition. As already
noted, the ‘‘Begru¨ndung’’ is not a complete mathematical theory, only an isolated
note which cannot be expected to provide a full account of all the terms used.
The second question relates to the nature of definition. Gauss defined the plane
as dependent on the choice of a particular point A and a particular axis AB. How,
then, can it be proved that the plane is independent of the choice of A and the
axis AB? One might perhaps regard the last part of the ‘‘Begru¨ndung’’ as an attempt
to settle this issue. But Gauss’s text does not really provide any clear evidence
supporting this hypothesis.
There is also a third question, which is related to the previous one. Does Gauss’s
definition of the plane provide a criterion for establishing whether two objects
constructed according to his definition of the plane are identical? As in the previous
case, Gauss does not explicitly consider this question.
The second step consists of the introduction of the following condition (see Fig.
8): ‘‘[i]f AB is continued by AC, then AC meets all AD in a right angle’’ [5, 194].
Gauss did not assign any definite logical status to this condition. It is likely that
the previously quoted condition was intended to be a postulate.
The third step then becomes (see Fig. 8):
Let AD, AD9 be two straight lines lying entirely in the plane, and AD 5 AD9; besides let
AC 5 AB: the four-point system ACD9D then overlaps [deckt] the four-point system ABDD9;
hence the same holds for the triangles CD9D and BDD9; but the triangle BD9D also overlaps
BDD9; hence CD9D also overlaps BD9D. Thus, if T is an arbitrary point within the straight
line DD9 [in der Geraden DD9], BDT will overlap CDT, hence BT and CT. Hence, BCT is
an isosceles triangle, so that BCT and CBT overlap, hence BAT and CAT. Consequently, the
angles BAT and CAT are right ones, and T lies in the plane. [5, 194]
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FIGURE 8
Gauss proves a special case of Simson’s property here: if two points D and D9 belong
to the plane constructed according to the above definition, and if the corresponding
distances AD and AD9 are the same, then the line segment DD9 connecting them
lies entirely in the plane.
In his fourth step, Gauss introduces a ‘‘theorem,’’ generalizing the above case:
If two arbitrary points T and U lie on the plane, the connecting line TU lies entirely
on the plane [5, 195].
He then distinguishes three cases in proving Simson’s property:
I) If A lies within the straight line . . . TU . . . , the theorem hidden in the definition of the plane
is self-evident. If A does not lie within the straight line TU, then AT and AU will form an
angle with one another; if now
II) AT 5 AU, the theorem follows from 3; if, however,
III) AT and AU are unequal, AT . AU. [5, 195]
A simple diagram (see Fig. 9) suffices to illustrate the first case.
Gauss provided a complete proof only for the third case, but before quoting it,
consider the following diagram not contained in Gauss’s notes, but which may give
some insight into Gauss’s arguments (see Fig. 10).
Given points A and T, a sphere having radius AT is drawn with CD as diameter.
FIGURE 9
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FIGURE 10
Using radius AT perpendicular to the diameter CD, draw a circle. According to
Gauss’s definition of the plane, this constructed circle lies in a plane.
Now reconsider Gauss’s proof. He illustrated it with Fig. 11:
Extend AT backwards to AK 5 AT; the circular line which T describes by rotating around
A will then pass through K, and the surface of the circle which is part of the plane P will be
then divided into two parts by KT, in one of which lies U. One straight line now moving in
such a way that one of its end points remains in T, the other in the periphery KVW, will
describe the plane, perfecting the figure ever more, exhausting it when W arrives in T. On
one of its positions, the mobile straight line has thus passed through U, let this be the position
TV. The straight line TU is thus but a part of the straight line TV, the latter, however, lies
entirely within the plane, the same holding for TU. [5, 195]
The critical point in this proof is that the straight line TK must necessarily meet
the point U in its rotation around T. Clearly, all points touched by TV belong to
the plane. Are, however, all points U of the perpendicular structure touched by
TV? To know that, one must know that, as it moves, TV increasingly intersects all
radii in all points.
Here, we are confronted with an intersection property which Gauss has obtained
from intuition. As noted, in his letter to Gerling Gauss had emphasized the need
for proving a certain theorem, which, however, he did not clearly formulate. The
analysis given here of Gauss’s writings does not allow for a clear identification of
FIGURE 11
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the nature of this theorem. It is uncertain whether this theorem referred to an
intersection or to Simpson’s property.
Returning to Gauss’s proof, exclude the existence of points of the plane which
are not touched by the line segment KT during its rotation around K:
The fact that the area of the semicircle is filled out entirely by the method just described can
be easily demonstrated with complete strictness. Let us assume that one part cannot be attained
and that U is a point within the part. We then use a radius smaller than TU to draw (around
T) a spherical surface, dividing that semicircle into the parts M and M9 in such a way that M
lies outside, M9 inside the sphere’s surface; obviously, U then is in M. Furthermore, let W be
the point of the semicircle’s periphery where the latter intersects the sphere’s surface; the
straight line TW then lies within M9, that is, U lies within the figure KTWK; the latter, however,
is drawn by the movable line revolving from the position TK to the position TW. Hence, the
assumption that U is not touched is absurd. [5, 195]
The last step, which assumes that a point of intersection exists, is critical for this
demonstration: as the point U lies within the surface KTWK, it is met by TK. Here,
the same objection as above can be raised, it being known that all the points
described by TW belong to the plane, but unknown that the point U of the perpendic-
ular structure is met by TW. To be sure of that, one would have to know that TK,
in its rotation around T, intersects the radius which connects the center A with the
point U in U.
As Gauss describes the sphere with a random radius TL smaller than TU, this
method can be continued, selecting an even smaller radius until it approaches zero.
In this case, all the points of the semicircle have been attained, and thus the theorem
is valid for all the points of the plane.
The demonstration given by Gauss is not always transparent, and we cannot
discuss all the assumptions he made in this demonstration. We can see from this
demonstration, however, that Gauss used intuition as a means for deriving it.
With his ‘‘Begru¨ndung des Planum,’’ Gauss provided a proof of Simson’s property,
but he did not prove an intersection point theorem. There are plausible reasons to
assume that he did not make a clear distinction between the intersection point
theorem and Simson’s property. It may have been that, in his opinion, the intersec-
tion point theorem results in a trivial fashion from Simson’s property. Moreover
even Gauss’s demonstration of Simson’s property contains a gap which could be
bridged only if an intersection point property had been proved or axiomatically
required before.
FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS OF THE PLANE CONCEPT8
The statements given by Gauss, who was a renowned mathematician, prompted
a number of attempts to find a solution for the problem he had sketched. Gerling,
to whom Gauss had communicated his qualms about the theorems contained in
Simson’s definition, published his own contribution, ‘‘Fragment u¨ber die Begru¨n-
8 The historical repercussions of this problem have been extensively treated in my doctoral thesis
‘‘Die historische Entwicklung des Begriffs und der Definition der Ebene in der Axiomatik der Elementar-
geometrie’’ [27].
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dung des Begriffs der Ebene’’ [‘‘Fragment on the Foundation of the Plane’’] in
Crelle’s journal in 1840. In his introduction, he shared Gauss’s view that the plane
is a derived concept: ‘‘[i]t has long been recognized that the intuition of the plane
is not an original one, but must rather be derived from the straight line (the intuition
of which is assumed to be original)’’ [9, 332]. This allowed for the proof of a number
of theorems which are for the most part statements about properties of intersection
points. It can be said that Gerling interpreted Gauss’s theorem as an intersection
point theorem, for which he attempted to give his own proof. He did not treat
Simson’s property.
In the case of August Crelle, who wrote a comprehensive contribution to this
topic which he presented to the Berlin Academy under the title ‘‘Zur Theorie der
Ebene’’ [‘‘On the Theory of the Plane’’] in 1834, this ‘‘confusion’’ between one of
Simson’s properties and an intersection point theorem is even more salient. On the
one hand, Crelle introduced his audience to the problem that Simson’s definition
contains assumptions which must first be proven [1, 16 ff ]. In contrast to Gauss,
he explicitly named these assumptions: they concern intersection point properties of
straight lines. On the other hand, he proved the Simson property in his contribution,
believing that he had proved the intersection point theorems in so doing [1, 43].
Having been made aware of the problem by Gauss, and motivated by Gerling,
Heinrich Wilhelm Deahna (1815–1844) wrote a doctoral thesis, ‘‘Demonstratio
theorematis geometrici fundamentalis, atque hucusque pro axiomate sumti: ‘esse
superficiem planum’ ’’ [‘‘Proof of the Fundamental Geometric Theorem Hitherto
Taken as an Axiom That a Plane Surface Exists’’] in 1837 on the topic [2]. Deahna
adopted Gauss’s view that the plane is not a fundamental concept whose existence
is assumed as an axiom, but rather is a derived concept. Among those participating
in the debate, Deahna was the only one to draw a clear dividing line between
Simson’s property and the intersection point property, establishing a connection
between the two by stating that the intersection point theorem is a condition for
deriving Simson’s property. He provided proofs for both these theorems. Having
read Deahna’s proof, Gauss found it satisfactory [7, 441].
The present-day mathematician may ask how it was possible to ‘‘confuse’’ these
two properties, that is, Simson’s property and the intersection point property which
deal with two different qualities: ‘‘lying’’ and ‘‘intersecting.’’ Simson’s property says
that if two points lie in the plane, the connecting line lies entirely in it. The intersec-
tion point theorems, on the other hand, speaks of intersection points between straight
lines which lie in the plane. Imagine the plane according to Simson’s definition. A
maze of intersecting straight lines results. Either the relationships between the
straight lines of a certain collection of lines making up a plane are expressed as
‘‘lying’’ in Simson’s definition or the intuitive image of the plane according to
Simson’s definition represents intersection points between its straight lines. In Sim-
son’s definition, however, there is no mention of intersection points. Obviously, the
cause of the ‘‘confusion’’ lies here.
The objections to Simson’s definition raised by Gauss and others are logical in
character. For them, the problem obviously lies in the deductive sequence of the
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theorems (see p. 22). Simson’s property could be proved. There is, however, an
ontological problem behind that. According to Simson’s definition, the plane consists
of straight lines which have the property of lying completely in the plane. This
raises the question of whether this property is sufficient to transform a collection
of straight lines into a plane. Is the plane completely determined by the mere
concept of ‘‘lying’’? At the end of the 19th century, Pasch’s system of axioms showed
that Simson’s property is not sufficient to determine completely the positional
relationships of the straight line in the plane. This requires the straight lines’ intersec-
tion point properties. While this had been hinted at in the debate between Gauss
and the other participants, it had never been clearly stated.
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